
Here are some things you can do 
while walking around with an 
enlarged spleen as you wait for the 

results of your MRI during a pandemic: You 
can shiver in the wind while standing in line 
outside a filled-to-capacity supermarket 
on New Year’s Eve and think about how 
nice a face mask is, after all; you can tramp 
through the woods and guess at the names of 
leafless trees based on striations of bark; if 
you’re very desperate, you can clean out the 
cupboard under the sink; you can read about 
rising COVID cases; you can make a pavlova.

A pavlova, as anyone who watches the 
Great British Baking Show religiously while 
slogging along on the treadmill will tell you, 
is a cumulus cloud, a fresh drift of snow, a 
light, white angel you can dismember and eat 
and never regret a thing. It only wants a bit of 
your time. Our daughter Anna and I made one 
on New Year’s morning—our first on the first 
day of a whole new year.

The holidays were hard to gauge in the 
year of our Lord 2020. What was too little, 
what too much in times of such excess and 
restraint? Christmas morning saw just over 

100,000 new cases of COVID: how full should a 
stocking be for that? (I asked around; answers 
varied.) Destruction in American cities had 
followed the unremitting destruction of Black 
lives. And in a deplorable effort to overturn 
democracy itself, the nearly spent Trump cartel 

was refusing to budge despite those pesky, 
sizable margins by which it was defeated in 
both popular and electoral votes. Meanwhile, 
Anna and I had barely put away the German 
Shepherd cookie cutters we’d used to tailor our 
holiday to the times—stacks of new First Dogs 
Champ and Major Biden cookies still filled a 
deep casserole dish on the kitchen counter—
when we turned our minds to meringue. Like 
most people we knew, we had sheltered at 
home for the holidays, and January 1 was the 
last of them. There was a lightness in turning 
toward the new year. Whipping up egg whites 
felt just right.

The previous year, pre-pandemic and 
(more personally) pre-enlarged-spleen, 
I’d thrown a big, splashy Christmas Eve 
party following a big, ashy chimney fire 
that had brought firemen scrambling over 
our holiday lights to get to the roof. While 
appreciating the A Child’s Christmas in Wales 
tone the smoke and commotion contributed 
to the season, after feeding our heroes a 
platter of prosaic, pre-Biden era frosted 
bells and stars and trees, after getting the 
dogs and documents and family photos back 

inside the house and closing the windows 
and doors, Larry and I sat on the couch and 
looked at the cold, dark maw where so many 
fires had been. The word condemned is hard 
to hear. A few days later, for our Christmas 
Eve fete, artist Anna rigged up a centerpiece 

I am not the only one, by a long shot, who developed a 
superstitious contempt for 2020 which, there is no denying 
it, put on a persuasive show. Break a window, break the bank, 
break your quintessential back, and someone within earshot 
will mumble, “2020”—an explanation for every grim thing in 
four, fatalistic syllables.
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of twinkling lights inside the empty grate, 
eye-catching but cold. No one drew up a chair 
to the hearth and most people crowded the 
kitchen—but then, they always do.

Looking back from the early days of 
lockdown in March, I would wonder if that fire, 
an inconvenience nipped before it became a 
disaster, had carried an omen and wondered 
if everyone who looked back would find a sign 
pointing, like the bony finger of the Ghost of 
Christmas Future, to dark days ahead. And 
I concluded they almost certainly would, for 
we are a species determined to wrest from 
chaos a meaningful narrative with all the 
bells and whistles, foreshadowing included.

Despite the joy and relief that came with 
the imminence of a Biden presidency, I spent 
the very early hours of 2021 quietly weeping 
about losses in the narrow genre of Tonys. I’d 
been rereading Tony Hoagland’s poems, which 
are full of sadness and gentleness and wry 
humor, with the awareness that he was two 
years gone, swiped from the living world by 
pancreatic cancer, that bastard, and his name 
put me in mind Toni Morrison, who we lost the 
previous summer. A world without the weight 
and eloquence of her witness seemed bereft 
of light and heat, as desolate as our empty 
fireplace. And because I am superstitious and 
know that disasters come in threes, I was 
wondering who the next indispensable Tony 
to fall would be. It was a private indulgence, 
that purring grief for people I had admired, 
turned to, taken instruction from, but hadn’t 
personally known. How many Tonys and their 
like the world would shed in the following 
months, how many howling families they 
would leave behind, God maybe knew. On the 
first day of 2021, when the global COVID death 
count was creeping toward 2 million, Anna 
and I made a pavlova.

Here is how you make one. There isn’t 
much you need: egg whites (which will 
apparently get on board with your vision 
sooner if they are at room temperature), 
sugar (superfine, if your grocer’s pandemic-
ravaged shelves can still manage it—ours 
could not), vanilla extract, corn starch, and 
cream of tartar, which, it turns out, is meant 
for something other than gathering dust at 
the back of your spice cabinet. (And regarding 
cream of tartar, pavlova enthusiasts far and 
wide maintain it isn’t necessary to use, but 
among their numbers are a few who concede 
it’s helpful, an encouraging element, a 
cheerleader for egg whites struggling to rise, 
and so, I would argue, why be a hero? and 
maybe a fallen one—if you don’t have to.)

Once you’ve assembled the above, it’s all 
about beating. I used my little Sunbeam hand-
mixer—“my Beamer,” I think of it whenever 
I take it out for a spin—as Anna read the 
instructions, which, for five to ten redundant 
minutes, are simply, “While beating, add . . . ” 
When your egg whites reach their ideal form 
in the stiff, glossy peaks for which they are 
celebrated, philosophy turns to art, so I 
handed the adventure over to Anna who has 
a BFA. (An artist in the house is on absolutely 
no one’s list of ingredients for a successful 
pavlova, but I had one so why not?) Using 
my old chewed-up plastic spatula, Anna 
spooned the egg whites onto parchment 
paper covering a cookie sheet, sculpted them 
into a full moon with a shallow crater, teased 
up a few pretty peaks around the crater’s 
periphery, and slipped it in the oven, where 
it was to bake at 200 degrees for 90 minutes. 
Then, while we waited for the big reveal, she 
worked at her loom, and I arranged grass-
and-twig birds’ nests into a “January tableau” 
on the library table and googled the proper 

punctuation for bird nest, bird’s nest, birds’ 
nest, which turned out to be a much more 
complicated thing than making a pavlova.

A pavlova takes forever to cool because 
it prefers to do so in the switched-off oven 
it was baked in; it likes a slow transition, a 
little coffee-date, if you will, before jumping 
into dinner and a movie. When the oven was 
finally the same temperature as the kitchen, 
we removed it and set it on the counter for 
inspection. Shiny as a seashell, its exterior was 
a delicate crust we could tap with our fingers, 
and all its little peaks pointed to heaven. A 
few hours later, its crater filled with whipped 
cream and fresh raspberries, we served it up in 
big wedges to Larry and our friend Mark and 
dug in ourselves. And that pavlova performed—
with just the right resistance, just the right 
give, just the right sweetness. She (there’s no 
resisting the personification) . . . she was an 
easy diva, and she was spectacular.

The results of my MRI, confirming a 
CT scan’s pronouncement of stupid, giant 
spleen—not the official terminology—ar-
rived in my inbox a few days after we’d de-
voured the last of the pavlova, via the hospi-
tal portal. I scheduled a doctor’s appointment 
for a few weeks down the road when more, 
perhaps, would be revealed. As cream of tar-
tar isn’t absolutely required to exalt a bowl 
of egg whites, a spleen isn’t necessary to the 
rising and exuberance and glory of a human 
life. But, like cream of tartar, it helps.

I am not the only one, by a long shot, who 
developed a superstitious contempt for 2020 
which, there is no denying it, put on a persuasive 
show. Break a window, break the bank, break 
your quintessential back, and someone within 
earshot will mumble, “2020”—an explanation 
for every grim thing in four, fatalistic syllables. 

The pugnacious year—grammatically a thing, 
a noun—has even bludgeoned its way into the 
prancing chorus line of the world’s verbs. “I got 
2020-ed” is a global refrain.

On December 31, the day before Anna and 
I built our magnificent pavlova, I felt wary 
about going for a walk on the slippery-in-
places roads outside. It was a classic fear of the 
narrative. Because the world loves irony better 
than anything (“then, at the last minute!”) and 
manufactures it in spades (move over Voltaire, 
move over Sophocles, get in line Twain and 
Parker and Swift), I could feel 2020 lying in 
wait with one last shot. I just knew I’d fall down 
on the ice. So I put in my time on the treadmill 
with the British bakers, who will put prunes 
in their puddings, then I timidly ventured out 
to buy groceries (tiptoeing from parking lot to 
store, easy does it!), which I delivered to a sick 
friend (car door to front door, careful, careful), 
then drove home and sheltered inside, with an 
eye out for throw rugs and stairs.

The new year has been a dark horse 
during these, its first few days. No one yet 
knows what 2021 will bring, but it did get 
busy right out of the gate. Every scientist 
worth her weight in carbon warned that the 
post-holiday COVID count would rise, as it’s 
been doing, and we even had a little coup 
d’état at the Capitol, as some of us—not the 
police (see irony above)—had expected, on 
day six in the wildly welcomed whole new 
year. Everybody I know is either still tense 
or tense again, but if spring and all its new 
green life is still a long way off, the news 
is fragrant with fresh vaccines, and the 
Biden cabinet is blooming with faces that 
are female and brown and black. So while 
the heavy world may never manage to meet 
pavlova heights, the weight of this early hour 
is leavening, light. ✦
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